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NSW Syllabus Outcomes
PDHPE
SLS2.13 Discuss how safe practices promote personal wellbeing.
Creative Arts
DRAS2.1 Takes on and sustains roles in a variety of drama forms to express meaning in a wide range of imagined situations
DRAS2.2 Builds the action of the drama by using the elements of drama, movement and voice skills.
DRAS2.3 Sequences the action of the drama to create meaning for an audience.

Narrative
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Resources Needed
Language
Pens/pencils
n/a
Workbooks
Key Ideas
Assessment Strategies
Students will make a television ad skit about the law that says passengers in Have students clearly conveyed the message – wear a seatbelt?
a car must wear a seatbelt.
Workshop Activities
10 minute – Introduction Have students look through some of the television advertisements in the links below. Ask students to notice what is similar about
the advertisements and what is different about them?
Television Advertisement One
Television Advertisement Two
Television Advertisement Three
5 minutes – Task Explanation Explain to students they will be working in groups of 3 or 4 and making a television advertisement in this lesson to encourage
the public to wear seatbelts. Students should first draft a script and a basic idea of what they want their advertisement to look like. Students should then
act out their advertisement as if it was being filmed for television. Students need to include the following in their advertisement.
• Why people should wear seatbelts
• A jingle
• A catch phrase
• A picture
30 minutes ‐ Task time Allow students to work on their television advertisement.
15 minutes – Presentations Groups should present their final television advertisement to the class.

